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A method for the calculation of the phase shifts of particles in a centrally symmetric potential 
field is proposed. The case where the phase shift can be expressed in the form of a series in 
powers of a constant characterizing the dimensions of the potential well is considered. 

As is well known, the problem of the scattering Substituting expression (2) in Eq. 1 and set-
of particles in a centrally symmetric potential ting the coefficients of the sine and cosine equal 
field reduces to solving an equation of the type to zero, we obtain, after some transformation, 

d2u j dx2 + [k2 +ill (x) + U (x)l u(x) = 0 
equations for the determination of D and <I>: 

(1) 

with the conditions 

u (0) = 0, Uas= sin (kx + o (x) + 'Yj). 

Here we assume that W ( x) is a function of x 
for which [with U ( x) = 0 ] the two independent 
solutions with the asymptotic behavior1 

Vras= sin (kx + o (x)), v2 as= cos (kx + o (x)) 

are known. An example of such a function is 

W' (x) = -l (l + 1) x- 2 -2~Y..kx- 1 ; 

in this case 

ll (x) = -+ d + argr (l + 1 + ia) -IX In 2kx. 

Problems of such a type with a complex poten
tial occur, in particular, in the nuclear optical 
model calculations. For small k this involves 
complicated numerical computations.2•3 A gen
eral method of solving these problems was de
veloped by Nemirovski1 .4 Below we shall pro
pose a different method in which the phase fJ 
is sought in the form of a power series in U0 

[U ( x) = U0 f ( x ) ]. The method can be applied 
successfully in the region of intermediate and 
high energies. 

We shall seek the solution of Eq. (1) in the 
form 

u (x) = [1 -D (x) l { v1 (x) cos~ <D (x') dx' 
0 

+ V 2 (x) sin~ <l>(x')dx' }, 

Assuming D(co) =0 and <I>(co) =0, we 
obtain 

00 

"'' == ~ <t> (x) dx. 

(2) 

D"- W~- 1D' + ~ 2 [(! -D)- 3 + D- 1] = U (x) (1 -D), 

<I>= ;'3 [( 1 -D)- 2 - 1 I, (3) 

where Jj=k(v~ +v~)-1 . With W(x) =-l(l 
+ 1)x-2 we have for l = 0, 1 

~0 = k, 

Equation (3) can be written in the integral form 
X 

D (x) = ~ K (x, x') {U (x') (1-D (x'))- ~ 2 (x')[(l-D (x'))-3 

00 

-3D (x')-!]}dx', 
X 

K (x, x') = -t sin ( 2 ~ ~~ (xr) dx1J ~-I (x'). (4) 
x' 

If l D(x) l « 1, (1- D)-3 can be expanded into 
a series in powers of D: 

00 

(1 -D)-3 - 3D- 1 = + 2J (n + 1) (n -:· 2) D"(x). 
/1=2 

In first approximation we obtain 

X 

Dr(x)= ~ K (x, x') U (x') dx'. 
00 

If l D1 ( x) l « 1, we can seek D ( x ) in the form 
of a power series in U0: 

co 

D (x) = 2J D, (x). 
n=l 

Introducing the recurrence relations 

n-m-t-1 

Dnm = 2J DqDn-q, m--1 

q~l 

(5) 

(Dnm is proportional to U~), we obtain equa
tions for the determination of the Dn ( x) ( n > 1 ) : 
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X 

Dn(X)=~~K(x,x'){U(x')Dn-1 (x') 

-+~- B2 (x') ~ (m+ I) (m-+2)Dnm (x')} dx'. 
m::::.:-2 

<I> ( x) can also be expressed in the form of a 
power series in U0: 

00 11 

<P (x) = ~ (x) h 2} (m +I) Dnm (x). (6) 
n=~l m=-1 

If the series (6) converges in the interval ( 0, oo) 
we have 

oo oo n 

'YJ = ~ ~ ~ (x) ~ (m +- I) Dnm (x) dx. 
n=l 0 m=l 

For a potential well of the form U (x) = U0e-x 
we find 

) - U 0 (1 + 10k2 ) -•x 
D2 (x = (l + 4k•)z (4 + 4k•) e • ' ... 

Thus we obtain for U0 = 2, k 2 = 1, which corre
sponds to the scattering of a neutron with energy 
20 .5 Mev by a potential well of depth 41 Mev 
which decreases by the factor e-1 at the dist
ance 10-13 em, 
D (x) = 0.4 e-x~ 0.22e-zx-+ 0.06585e- 3x ~ 0.00331e-4x 

-0.00244e-Sx- 0.00053e-Sx-+ 0.00046 e-7x-+ ... , 

''l = 0.8000-+ 0.0200-0.0468. !- 0,0005-+ 0.0078 ~ 0.0003 

-0.0016-+ ... = 0.780. 

For larger k the convergence is faster; in 
the region of small k, on the other hand, D ( x) 
can be obtained in the form (5) only in some in
terval (Xo, oo ), if we use the above:-mentioned 
form of the potential well. Beyond that the prob
lem must be solved numerically. 

If U (x) = const for x <a, we can use the 
method of joining of the wave functions. In this 
case we seek u ( x) for x > a in the form 

X 

u (x) = [1-D (x)l {~o'l cos (1Jo +- ~ <D (x') dx') 
a 

X 

+ v2 sin (1Jo + ~CD (x') dx')}; 
a 

1Jo is determined by the boundary conditions at 
x =a. 
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